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SMM and LME Lead Prices in 2016
Unit: RMB/mt
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SMM Lead Focus
#1LeadPrice
Region

2016/11/11

2016/11/18

Change

Shanghai

17020-17400

17700-18300

790

Henan

17100-17300

18000-18200

900

Guangdong

16950-17320

17700-17900

450

Sources:SMM,LME
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Macro Economy
Base Metals to See Wide Fluctuation
Base metals fell last week after tumbling in the evening session on November 11. Chinese yuan is
expected to continue weakening in the near term. The US dollar index will strengthen with growing
likelihood of an interest rate hike by the Fed in December. Base metals will fluctuate widely in the near
term. Investors should be wary of changes in China’s trading regulation policy.
As of 9:30 am November 18, offshore yuan weakened 1.29% to 6.9118 last week. Rapid devaluation
in the yuan will positively affect commodities priced in the yuan. But China’s supervision department
tightened regulations on trading recently. This cooled down commodities, especially ferrous metals
market.
Besides, the stronger US dollar also weighed down commodities. After Trump won US presidential
election, the US dollar index reported an 8day winning streak, rising to 100. Fed Chairwoman Janet
Yellen’s testimony at United States Congress Joint Economic Committee fueled market expectations
that the Fed may hike interest rate in December. US economic growth has picked up and is advancing
toward Fed’s target, she said. A relatively sooner rate hike may be appropriate.
Macroeconomic news gave limited effect on the market. Yearonyear growth in China’s fixed asset
investment accelerated to 8.3% in October. Yearonyear growth in private investment increased 0.4
percentage point to 2.9%, while that in property investment rose to 6.6%. Home sales were brisk after
resident departments added leverage over the past few months. The resultant capital collected
supported projects being constructed.
Base metals prices are expected to fluctuate widely this week, with price gains expected. But any price
increase will be limited due to a possible Fed rate hike in December. Besides, China’s regulations on
domestic futures market will remain a risk for commodity market.

Lead Concentrate TCs
Lead Concentrate TCs
lead concentrate

Oct. 2016

Nov. 2016

Growth Rate

Imported

90-110

80-90

-15

Domestic

1400-1600

1400-1500

-50

UPDATE：
Imported concentrate (Pb 60%, Ag < 1,000 g,USD/dmt)
Chinese concentrate (Pb 50%,RMB/mt,Pb content)
Source: SMM

Concentrate
TCs for Chinese 50% lead concentrate stabilized at RMB 1,1001,400/mt (Pb content) last week.
Quotes for imported concentrate (Pb 60%, Ag < 1,000g) were USD 5070/dmt with some offers as
low as USD 40/dmt, but no trading was heard.
The SMM/LME ratio kept rising last week. Gains of imported lead concentrate increased, triggering
purchases by lead smelters and traders in China’s market. TCs dropped due to limited spot goods at
China’s ports, with few offers heard above USD 70/dmt. Yulong Mining has already shut down due to
cold weather and Xinbarhu You Banner Rong Da Mining will suspend output early next month. Inner
Mongolia Guosen Mining will delay to enter into operation on its new production line and output will
be released next February or March. This will not ease insufficient lead ore supply in China because
total output will not increase and supply is expected to be tighter. More mines will shut down due to
cold weather from late November to early December, resulting in shortage of lead ore. So, there will
be further downward room for TCs in China.
Domestic and Imported Lead Concentrate TCs

Lead Supply
Lead Inventory in China Major Trading Markets
Inventory
Market

2016-11-11

2016-11-18

Change

Shanghai

47.40

44.50

-2.90

Guangdong

5.30

4.70

-0.60

UPDATE：2016-11-18
Unit: 1,000 mt
Source: SMM

Inventory
Primary lead inventory in Shanghai and Guangdong kept falling by 3,400 mt to 49,300 mt last week.
Lead smelters output dropped due to tight lead concentrate supply, resulting in lead supply shortage
in China’s market. Lead inventory will remain at lows this week.
Refined Lead Inventory in Shanghai and Guangdong

Supply
Primary lead supply remained tight in China’s domestic market. Output at lead smelters reduced,
refrained by insufficient lead concentrate, with no inventories. It is heard that some lead smelters
already presold lead ingot which will be manufactured one week later. In other news, Henan Minshan
Nonferrous Metals already resumed output and Jiyuan Wanyang Smelting Group will restart operation
this weekend at one production line, which conducted maintenance previously. Jiangxi Jinde Lead
Industry halved output due to insufficient raw material supplies.
Secondary lead smelters resumed output, easing tight supply in China’s market. But it is heard that a

new round of environmental protection inspections will start in Anhui and some small secondary lead
smelters in the region will be shut down again. Supply is expected to tighten this week.
China New Primary Lead Capacity in 2016
Company

New Capacity

Starts Up

Yunnan Xiangyun Feilong Recycling Technology Co. Ltd.

40.0

Commissioned in Aug.

Shandong Fangyuan Nonferrous Metals Co. Ltd.

30.0

Indeterminate

Xilingol Shuangyuan Nonferrous Metals Co. Ltd.

50.0

Indeterminate

Liaoning Haicheng Chengxin Nonferrous Metals Co. Ltd.

10.0

Commissioned in Mar.

Hechi Nanfang Non-ferrous Metals Group

20.0

Trial Production from Early Sept.

Inner Mongolia Xingan Silver and Lead Smelting Co. Ltd.

10.0

Indeterminate

Gejiu Shadian Electrical Smelting Factory

20.0

Indeterminate

Hunan Yuteng Nonferrous Metals Co. Ltd.

20.0

Commissioned in May

UPDATE：
Unit: 1,000 mt

Scrap Battery and Secondary Lead
Shandong Scrap Battery and Secondary Lead Prices

Scrap Battery Traded Prices in China Major Markets
Scrap Motive Battery

Scrap Automobile Battery (white shell)

Region

2016-11-14

2016-11-21

Change

2016-11-14

2016-11-21

Change

Shandong

9,175

9,350

175

8,350

8,550

200

Anhui

9,250

9,350

100

8,350

8,450

100

Guangdong

9,350

9,250

-100

8,400

8,550

150

Hebei

9,175

9,350

175

8,350

8,550

200

UPDATE：2016-11-21
Unit: RMB/mt, excluding tax

Scrap Battery Market
Scrap battery mainly traded at RMB 8,2009,350/mt last week, with scrap motive battery prices at RMB
9,0009,350/mt and scrap ignition battery (white shell) prices at RMB 8,2008,550/mt.
Scrap battery followed SHFE 1701 lead up by RMB 250/mt last week but the growth slowed down
weekonweek. Scrap battery suppliers held offers firm while lead smelters, fearing prices to drop,
reduced purchases. In other news, large lead smelters pushed down purchase price for raw materials,
especially in Henan, where traded prices were lower than market average price last week, a change
from higher than market price two weeks ago. As of last Friday, Hebei Baoding Gang’an Nonferrous
Metals offered purchase prices for scrap ignition battery (white shell) at RMB 8,200/mt, and RMB
8,800/mt by Tianjin Toho Lead Recycling. Jiangsu New Chunxing Resource Recycling and Hebei
Huacheng Nonferrous Metals Products purchased scrap motive batteries at RMB 9,600/mt and RMB
9,500/mt respectively.
Secondary Lead Traded Prices in China Major Markets
Region

2016-11-14

2016-11-21

Change

Shandong

15,050

15,200

150

Henan

15,075

15,200

125

Jiangxi

15,125

15,500

375

Guangdong

15,150

15,450

300

Hebei

15,050

15,450

400

UPDATE：2016-11-21
Unit: RMB/mt, excluding tax

Secondary Lead Market
SHFE 1612 lead dropped from highs before stabilizing last week. Secondary lead prices followed
SHFE 1612 lead up and mainly traded at RMB 15,85016,450/mt (including tax) last week. Market

players took a waitandsee stance last week, resulting in quiet trading in China’s domestic market.
Market players watched from sidelines last week as SHFE 1701 lead surged. Spot lead increased by
nearly RMB 900/mt last Tuesday in China’s domestic market. Secondary lead smelters raised prices
up by RMB 300400/mt while downstream battery producers took a waitandsee stance. Trading
thus decreased sharply in China’s market. Lead prices dropped from highs and then stabilized, which
raised purchase interest, resulting in improving trading in China’s market. Inventory at lead and
secondary lead smelters both increased slightly, easing tight supply in China’s market.
Secondary refined lead traced refined lead up and was mainly traded at RMB 16,65017,250/mt
(including tax) last week, with weekly average price up to RMB 17,080/mt weekonweek. Secondary
refined lead increased as refined lead surged last Tuesday and later stabilized because of stable
operation, thanks to sufficient raw material supply. Secondary refined lead supply thus rose in China’s
market on a weekly basis. Demand from battery producers was modest for normal operation,
improving trading in China’s domestic market.

Secondary Lead Smelter Profit Analysis
Secondary Lead Smelter Profits

Profit Analysis of Secondary Lead Smelters
Secondary lead mainly traded at RMB 15,85016,450/mt (including tax) last week with average price
at RMB 16,280/mt, up RMB 650/mt on a weekly basis. Average scrap ignition battery price (white
shell) was RMB 8,430/mt and RMB 8,830/mt for scrap motive batteries. Smelting costs were up RMB
550625/mt weekonweek. Refined lead surged last week, but growth of secondary refined lead was
lower than that of refined lead due to rising supply after output resumption at small secondary lead
smelters. Scrap battery remained stable last week, leading to rising profits at secondary refined lead
smelters. And the profits will stay at highs this week.

Secondary Refined Lead
Price Gap between Refined and Secondary Refined Lead

Secondary Refined Lead Market
Secondary refined lead prices were mainly at RMB 16,65017,250/mt (including tax) last week with
average price at RMB 17,080/mt, up RMB 660/mt on a weekly basis. Average price for SMM #1
refined lead was RMB 17,785/mt, up RMB 1,005/mt weekonweek. The price gap between SMM #1
refined lead and secondary refined lead widened to RMB 705/mt from RMB 360/mt two weeks ago.
Refined lead soared last week. Downstream battery producers will increase purchases for secondary
refined lead with widening price gap between SMM #1 refined lead and secondary refined lead. The
price gap is expected to narrow further this week.

Lead Alloy and Polar Plate
Average Price of #1 Lead, LeadCalcium Alloy and LeadAntimony Alloy

Lead Alloy Market
Lead alloy prices traced SHFE 1612 lead up last week. Weekly average price of leadcalcium alloy was
RMB 18,150/mt and leadantimony alloy was RMB 17,775/mt, and trading volumes of lead antimony
were higher than those of lead calcium due to price gap.
Lead alloy price increased again last week. Lead alloy producers saw production stabilizing gradually
last week due to increasing lead supply but kept supplying goods to longcontracts buyers, with
limited spot transactions. Lead smelters rushed to sell goods after SHFE 1701 lead stabilizing,
triggering purchase interest from lead alloy and battery producers. It is heard that term contracts at
downstream battery producers increased. Trading is predicted to improve this week in China’s
market.
Jiangxi Motive Battery Lead Polar Plate Price

Hebei QW Lead Polar Plate Price

Lead Polar Plate Market
Spot lead prices kept rising last week. Lead polar plates for motive batteries were mainly at RMB
20,85021,000/mt (tank formation) and RMB 19,80020,300/mt (container formation), both up RMB
800/mt on a weekly basis.
SMM learnt that battery producers generally increased production thanks to growing orders after
rising SHFE 1701 lead, and production schedule at some large battery producers has already been
arranged to mid December following decent orders. However, producing costs also increased with
rising SHFE 1701 lead and lead supply remained tight in China’s market. Hence, some battery
producers tended to cut output and some small assembly plants were wary of making production.
And a small amount of assembly plants even stopped purchasing lead polar plate last week. Traders
maintained termcontract trading in China’s lead polar plate market last week with limited spot
transactions.

LeadAcid Battery
Motive Battery (6DZM12Ah) Price Trend in Zhejiang

Automotive Battery (6QA80Ah) Price Trend in Hebei

Motive Battery Quotations by Region
2016-11-18

2016-11-18

Region/Model

6-DZM-48V/20Ah

6-DZM-48V/12Ah

Zhejiang

500 - 550

300 - 350

Henan

505 - 555

305 - 355

Jiangsu

500 - 550

300 - 350

Jiangxi

505 - 555

305 - 355

UPDATE：2016-11-18
Source: SMM, ly1000
Unit: RMB/set

Automotive Battery Quotations by Region
2016-11-18

2016-11-18

Region/Model

6-QA-105Ah

6-QA-80Ah

Hebei

315 - 345

260 - 305

Guangdong

315 - 340

260 - 295

Shandong

315 - 345

260 - 305

Sichuan

320 - 350

265 - 310

UPDATE：2016-11-18
Source: SMM, ly1000
Unit: RMB/set

Downstream Demand
Enduser demand was quiet last week. Leading and small battery producers raised prices by RMB 20
as SHFE 1701 lead increased, triggering downstream distributors to build stocks with optimistic
outlook. Raw materials supply tightened and spot lead broke through RMB 18,000/mt in China’s
market, rising producing costs at battery producers. So, battery producers showed tendencies to cut
output, leading to shortage of battery supply. Delivering time at some battery producers was even
over half a month. Some battery producers received orders in middle December and a small amount
of producers stopped presales.
Leading battery producers raised by 310% prices as SHFE 1701 lead surged, triggering downstream
buyers’ optimistic outlook, such as 6QW45Ah up to RMB 250265/mt. And distributors thus started
to build stocks again. Enduser replacement demand was sluggish while distributors and suppliers,
expecting prices to rise, rushed to buy goods. Battery producers kept fullload operation due to
improving orders and some producers even restricted purchases to avoid overbuying.

Silver
Silver Price Trend

Price Outlook
Forecast
After releasing of US Federal Reserve Chairwoman Yellen’s speech, US dollar index increased for five
days in a row and hit a high of 101 after her speech. The likelihood of US‘s rate hike in December’s
meeting was over 90%. US dollar index is expected to maintain rising momentum with growing odds
of interest rate hike. Eyes should be on Eurozone manufacturing PMI in November in the coming
week. European Central Bank’s President Draghi said ECB will rediscuss that if the bank extends
Quantitative Easing (QE) Programme in December’s meeting. Eurozone manufacturing industry and
inflation are both stable recently, releasing ECB’s pressure on easing monetary policy. Eyes should be
on Draghi’s speech this week. Chinese yuan dived to nearly 6.9, but People’s Bank of China didn’t act
to intervene Chinese yuan’s depreciation pace. And rising US dollar index has raised market
expectation over Chinese yuan’s decline. Global liquidity is expected to tighten according to monetary
policies in China, US and Europe. Chinese government introduced various policies to keep a lid on
futures market and planned to stop night trading on ferrous metals, depressing market sentiment.
Overall, the correlation between base metals and the US dollar is not that close, but market should
eye on stricter regulations from the bourse. Base metals are expected to hover at highs this week.
Market players are divergent over lead price outlook according to technical indicators. LME lead is
moving at highs at present. The cashtothreemonth lead spread is in contango on the LME, raising
worries over price fallback. LME lead is predicted to move between USD 2,1002,200/mt this week.
SHFE 1701 lead is expected to remain firm in a short term with optimistic outlook and tight supply in
China’s domestic market. SHFE 1701 lead will trade at RMB 17,90018,300/mt this week.

In China’s domestic market, suppliers hold firm offers with limit goods. Spot premiums widen as SHFE
1701 lead dropped. Downstream buyers increase inquiries but still buy goods based on orders mainly
under term contracts. Trading will remain sluggish this week and spot lead is expected to trade at
RMB 17,80018,400/mt.

Relative News
Industry News
Scrap LeadAcid Battery Recycling Project Settles in Inner Mongolia
Senrun Recycling Metal Products Co. plans to invest a total of RMB 120 million in scrap leadacid
battery recycling project in Linxi County, Chifeng, City, Inner Mongolia, Wulanhad Daily reported.
The project, which is located at Metallurgical and Chemical Park of Linxi Industrial Park, will build full
automatic battery crushing and sorting machine, production lines of secondary lead, plastic, soot
shaping, lead polar plate and other supporting facilities.
Once completion the project will dispose 150,000 mt of scrap batteries and produce 75,800 mt of
refined lead and lead alloy annually, with revenue at RMB 996 million and profits at RMB 22.61
million. The project will also provide jobs for 80 people.
China Electric Bicycle Production Totals 22.56 Mln from January to September
China electric bicycle output was 22.56 million in total from January to September, up 4.6% YoY.
Production of twowheel bikes was 4.49 million in September, down 6.7% YoY and electric bicycle
output also dropped 3.5% to 3.43 million, on a yearly basis.
China LeadAcid Battery Output Increases 6.15% YoY in September
China leadacid battery output increased 5.84% YoY from January to September and rose 4.91% YoY
in September, according to National Bureau of Statistics.
China Lead Output Rises to 390,000 mt in October
China lead output was 390,000 mt in October, up 7.1% YoY, and total lead output expanded 6.1% to
3.57 million mt from January to October, on a yearly basis, according to National Bureau of Statistics.
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